To revolutionize the climbing machine and empower every person to achieve more with greater efficiency. Every detail of the CLMBR has been designed and engineered with the end user in mind. This is movement the body was made for.
Open central design provides unobstructed views and allows for an ergonomic and comfortable body position.

Multi-grip handles allow for easy adjustability, proper body alignment, and increased muscle activation.

Over-sized pedals with easy-to-adjust straps.

The central bar and lower side grips allow for maximum comfort and adjustability while in the squat position.

Easy-to-adjust screen ensures an optimal viewing angle free of obstruction.

Built-in wheels and compact design allows for flexible layouts to fit any space. Optional floor mounts and battery pack for additional customization and use.

Approx. weight: 149 lbs

Approx. dimensions: 34” x 33” x 92”
Available integrated audio with multi-unit stereo connectivity, providing a sound system for any space.

11 discrete resistance settings allow the user to customize their climb and stay on track during individual and group workouts.
EVERY DETAIL CONSIDERED

Cast and extruded aluminum allows for a strong, yet lightweight construction.
BUILT TO LAST

Kevlar® reinforced belts and high quality ball bearings delivers smooth operation. Critical parts are easily accessible, allowing for easy preventative maintenance.
MOTIVATE YOUR MOVEMENT
**REACH**

Long reach, mid reach, and short reach - beautifully displayed in realtime.

**TEMPO**

Move with the beat. From mid tempo to all-out sprints, users will know their exact pace.

**POWER**

Explosive movement combined with resistance is now captured as a metric.
VISUALIZE YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS
**MILESTONES**

Animated milestones showcase the heights the user has reached.

**TARGETS**

Clear indications of when workout targets have been achieved.

**SUMMARY**

Workout summary can be sent via email and is easily shareable across all social platforms.
SOME RIDE, SOME RUN,
Movement you were made for.